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The design of molecular materials whose physical properties can
be controlled by external parameters, such as temperature, light,
and electric field, has been attracting much attention because of
their potential applications as molecular electronic devices.1 Molec-
ules that exhibit labile electronic properties, usually incorporating
changes in magnetism, are characteristic of spin-crossover, valence
tautomeric, and mixed-valence complexes.2-4 It is well-known that
certain spin-crossover transitions occur in association with thermal
hysteresis effects that are due to structural phase changes in the
lattice, or with intramolecular structural changes that are cooperative
with effective intermolecular interactions.5 On the basis of these
same principles, valence tautomeric transitions should show hyster-
esis effects when any intermolecular cooperative effects that occur
are sufficiently strong. However, it is unusual to observe any signif-
icant hysteresis effects in valence tautomeric compounds. It has
been reported that several compounds do exhibit hysteresis, but
that the width is generally small and the transition is not abrupt.6

Hence, the presence of bistability is not distinct. Pierpont et al.
have also reported a large hysteresis (230 K) in [CoIII (DBCat)-
(DBSQ)(py2O)] (where DBCat, DBSQ) catecholato and semiquin-
onato forms of 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone, respectively, and
py2O ) 2,2′-bis(pyridine) ether).7a However, the same author des-
cribed in a review article that repeated traces show a gradual break-
down in the hysteresis.7b Hence, it is still a great challenge to
achieve valence tautomeric transitions with large hysteresis. Indeed,
it has been mentioned in a recent article by Hendrickson and Pier-
pont that the future direction in this field is the preparation of val-
ence tautomeric compounds with hysteresis arising from intermolec-
ular interactions and with photoswitching effects.3e Here, we report
a new valence tautomeric complex that exhibits distinct hysteresis
and photoinduced valence tautomerism at low temperature. An
important characteristic of the material is that the hysteresis is
observed at around room temperature, not at low temperature.

The title complex [(CoTPA)2(DHBQ)](PF6)3 (1‚(PF6)3, TPA )
tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine, DHBQ) deprotonated 2,5-dihydroxy-
1,4-benzoquinone) was prepared as long, dark red parallel-piped
crystals by the one-electron chemical oxidation of [(CoTPA)2-
(DHBQ)](PF6)2 (2‚(PF6)2) with AgNO3 in acetone/water solution.
To elucidate its structural details, a fully oxidized product,
[(CoTPA)2(DHBQ)](PF6)4(acetone)2 (3‚(PF6)4(acetone)2), was also
synthesized. The detailed synthetic methods are described in the
Supporting Information.

Crystal analysis of the three complexes was successfully
performed at 173 K.8 The metal-to-ligand bond length shows that
the oxidation and spin states of compounds13+, 22+, and34+ can
be expressed as CoIII -LS-DHBQ3--CoIII -LS, CoII-HS-DHBQ2--
CoII-HS, and CoIII -LS-DHBQ2--CoIII -LS, respectively. That is, the

average Co-N distance in13+ is 1.920 Å, which is almost the same
as that in34+ (1.921 Å). The ligand-to-metal distances are consistent
with those for the CoIII -LS-N structure.3a The average Co-N
distance in22+ is rather long (2.131 Å), which is consistent with
the general CoII-HS-N distance.6a Furthermore, the Co-O distances
of 13+ (1.879 and 1.885 Å) are close to those of34+ (1.889 and
1.925 Å) and much shorter than those of22+ (2.006 and 2.172 Å).
These values are also in agreement with the Co-O distances of
CoIII -LS in 13+ and34+ and of CoII-HS in 22+, respectively.9 Note
that the longer ligand-to-metal bond length in22+ can be explained
by the fact that two electrons occupy the eg orbital with antibonding
character, which weakens the chemical bond and hence results in
a longer bond length than those of13+ and34+.

Additionally, by considering charge balance, it was deduced that
the DHBQ ligand in13+ should be conjugated DHBQ3- radical,
not DHBQ2-. By contrast, the DHBQ ligand in22+ and34+ should
be the diamagnetic DHBQ2-. The presence of DHBQ3- moieties
in 13+ can be confirmed by the ESR signal, the C-O distances,
and the IR spectra. The ESR spectra measured at 295 K showed
only one strong signal atg ) 2.00 (Supporting Information). The
C-O distances in13+ are 1.324 and 1.326 Å, which lie between
the values for coordinated benzosemiquinone (1.29 Å) and cat-
echolate (1.35 Å) ligands.9 Furthermore, when measured at room
temperature, the IR spectrum of1‚(PF6)3 (Supporting Information)
shows a weak peak around 1530 cm-1, but appears as very strong
bands in the spectra of2‚(PF6)2 and3‚(PF6)4(acetone)2 and can be
assigned to a typical DHBQ2- band.10 These results suggest that
13+ contains DHBQ3- moieties.

The øMT value (whereøM is the molar magnetic susceptibility
andT is temperature) of2‚(PF6)2 at 300 K was 4.81 cm3 mol-1 K,
which is consistent with the CoII-HS-DHBQ2--CoII-HS structure.
The structure of compound3‚(PF6)4 with CoIII -LS-DHBQ2--
CoIII -LS was diamagnetic. Furthermore, it was found that1‚(PF6)3

does exhibit thermally induced interconversion between CoIII -LS-
DHBQ3--CoIII -LS and CoIII -LS-DHBQ2--CoII-HS. The temper-
ature dependence oføMT for 1‚(PF6)3 is shown in Figure 1. At 5
K, the øMT value is 0.33 cm3 K mol-1 (Supporting Information),
which is consistent with theS) 1/2 of CoIII -LS-DHBQ3--CoIII -LS

state. On warming, an abrupt variation inøMT was observed around
T1/2v ) 310 K, reaching 1.26 cm3 K mol-1 at 330 K and 1.84 cm3

K mol-1 at 400 K, whereT1/2v is defined as the transition
temperature in the warming mode. Conversely, when the temper-
ature decreased, theøMT value decreased sharply atT1/2V ) 297 K
and recovered to the original value at around 250 K, whereT1/2V is
defined as the transition temperature in the cooling mode. The width
of the thermal hysteresis loop was 13 K. It is important to note
that this thermal hysteresis loop was reproducible.

A space group determination at 393 K on the same single crystal
showed the same symmetry as that at 173 K, indicating that there
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is no crystallographic phase transition. Fairly abrupt transitions with
thermal hysteresis of 13 K show the presence of a strong cooperative
interaction. Indeed, careful investigation of the crystal structure
shows that the cationic13+ species are stacked in a head-to-waist
mode (Figure 2) to form 2D layers that are separated by PF6

-

anions. Hence, it is thought that the presence of the hysteresis effect
can be attributed to an off-setπ‚‚‚π interaction of the pyridine rings
of the terminal TPAs and an edge-to-face interaction (tilted-T
structure)11 between the terminal TPA pyridine rings and the DHBQ
benzene rings.

It should be noted that, prior to this work, valence tautomeric
transitions had been reported in a dinuclear Co compound.12

However, although its properties are indeed intriguing, its structure
is uncertain and it shows no thermal hysteresis. It is believed that
the introduction of the TPA ligand with pyridine rings enables the
compounds to interact with each other throughπ‚‚‚π interactions,
allowing the observation of a significant hysteresis effect in the
present compound.

Furthermore, we investigated the effect of light on1‚(PF6)3.
Absorption spectra of1‚(PF6)3 measured at room temperature show
two strong peaks at 492 and 536 nm. Because these bands are
thought to be characteristic of charge transfer from DHBQ3- to
CoIII -LS,12 photoeffects were investigated using 532 nm light. When
1‚(PF6)3 was irradiated at 5 K for 30 min, the magnetic moment
increased abruptly and reached an almost saturation value oføMT
) 0.85 cm3 K mol-1. The relatively low efficiency of the
photoinduced process is due to the strong opacity of the sample.12

The photoprocess can be expressed as CoIII -LS-DHBQ3--CoIII -LS

f CoIII -LS-DHBQ2--CoII-HS. IR spectra measured before and
after irradiation support this idea. That is, the absorption peak at
around 1530 cm-1, which is characteristic of the DHBQ2- moiety,
increased along with the strong 1550 cm-1 band, while the
absorption peak at around 1210 cm-1, which is characteristic of
the DHBQ3- moiety, decreased. Moreover, the peaks at around 1250
and 1400 cm-1 that are associated with the C-O stretching mode
evidently increased upon irradiation. This is consistent with the

induction of light-induced valence tautomerism in1‚(PF6)3. When
the light was subsequently switched off and the sample was heated,
the magnetic moment recovered to the initial value around 38 K.
This means that the light-induced CoIII -LS-DHBQ2--CoII-HS

moieties relaxed back to their original state, demonstrating that the
photoreaction is reversible.

In conclusion, we have succeeded in synthesizing a dinuclear
cobalt valence tautomeric complex that displays distinct hysteresis
effect around room temperature. Furthermore, we have shown that
the valence tautomerism can be induced by irradiation under low
temperature.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence oføMT-T plots of 1‚(PF6)3 and
photoinduced changes after irradiation at 532 nm (inset).

Figure 2. Two-dimensional cationic network showing the head-to-waist
stacking mode.
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